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UNIVERSAL DOLLAR Light Assessment by WACEO AISBL - WACEO AISBL is a non-profit

organization with a mission to provide regulatory clarity to blockchain-based projects.

Such projects include DAOs, NFTs, DeFi, and other blockchain implementations. Notably,

WACEO delivers expert legal advice, assessment services, and business consultation

services. The organization also offers legal representation to entity-less projects. When

working with a DAO, our first course of action is to conduct light assessments on its

existing structure. These assessments enable us to identify and highlight the risks and

liabilities associated with the DAO.
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This report highlights the results of a light assessment conducted on Universal Dollar. In

this report, we consider potential legal and regulatory risks to the DAO from investment

and data protection laws.

DAO PROFILE

Universal Protocol is a DAO that provides DeFi services. This DAO has a stable coin called

Universal Dollar (hereinafter called 'U8D'). Universal protocol seeks to promote capital

flow within the blockchain environment. In addition, it aims to increase transparency and

predictability in the cryptocurrency market. Another goal of this DAO is to create a more

functional, secured and accessible stable coin. U8D is backed by the USD at a 1�1 ratio. It

is also based on the Ethereum blockchain. Universal Protocol allows its users to convert

the U8D to other types of value easily and to create new forms of digital assets.

The Ethereum blockchain forms the basis for U8D. Hence, individuals possess on-chain

asset identification and a possibility of recovery. U8D has a couple of unique

characteristics. First, it is possible to appoint a beneficiary who can get assets on account

dormancy. Second, it reduced exchange risks by allowing for detachable wallets. Third, it

makes it possible for the users to earn up to 5% on the value of their holdings. All of the

above makes U8D a unique cryptocurrency that allows the users to earn interest on

fiat-stable deposits. Users can also borrow against their purchased digital assets.

However, the legal status of Universal Protocol under the EU law is not entirely clear.

Similarly, the attitude of different institutions towards the cryptocurrency it provides is

ambiguous. Therefore, this assessment provides a detailed legal and regulatory risks

coverage of Universal Protocol in light of investment law and General Data Protection

Regulation �GDPR�.
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RISKS AND REGULATORY ISSUES IDENTIFIED.

Investment Law.

The Universal Protocol network is a basis for its cryptocurrency U8D. The primary issue

around U8D, like any cryptocurrency, is whether it is considered a capital or a good under

EU law. The consensus on the European level for cryptocurrency regulation is to see

cryptos as goods rather than money. At this point, EU institutions are quite conservative

concerning any investment made by the citizens in cryptocurrency. For instance, ESMA

has urged individuals and companies to refrain from investments in this sector as it would

not offer protection for such investments. Arguably, the fact that the USD serves as a

backup for the U8D would not change such a reluctance on the European level.

Hence, users of Universal Protocol risk being exposed to any sort of financial fraud on the

Universal Protocol network without any legal recourse. As a result, Universal Protocol

risks losing investors' trust, and new people may refrain from joining its network.

Furthermore, the fact that this crypto-coin is still not issued by an official state authority

precludes it from being seen as real money. Similarly, the fact that it is directly connected

with the USD creates more uncertainties. This is especially true for those who believe that

cryptocurrencies and cryptocurrency regulation must be independent of governmental

control. Being backed up by the USD provides a degree of stability. However, it goes

against the cyber-libertarian ideology behind the blockchain.

Data Protection Law.

Universal Protocol provides its cryptocurrency service on the EU territory via stable

arrangements. This means it is automatically subject to the GDPR and its data protection

regime. It should be noted that the GDPR applies only to the processing of personal data

of identified or identifiable natural persons. Any information can be personal data,

including information on individuals' professional activities, stored in the Universal
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Protocol ecosystem. Like other cryptocurrencies, users of the Universal Protocol network

can be both natural persons and corporations. As it is apparent, the data of legal persons

are not considered personal data. Hence, the GDPR and its data protection regime will not

apply to such data.

Noteworthy, the real identities of Universal Protocol users are unknown and hidden

behind pseudonymous wallets. However, there is still a possibility of tracking a person

behind a Universal Protocol account either via the IP address or private key. As a result,

the data protection regime of GDPR applies to the Universal Protocol. This cryptocurrency

regulation applies every time it comes to processing the personal data of the individuals

who have an account in its network.

Universal Protocol is not fully compliant with the data protection regime established by

the GDPR. Specifically, there are concerns with the accuracy and storage limitation

principles enshrined in Articles 5(d) and 5(e). Keeping with the immutable nature of

blockchain technology and decentralized nature of DAOS, users of Universal Protocol

cannot delete their transaction history.

Applicable Law.

The applicable law to all of these issues will be the one of the EU and its Member States.

This cryptocurrency regulation applies because the Universal Protocol is operating on its

territory. The laws that will be applicable first will depend on the degree of harmonization

in the legal field and the case-by-case assessment of problems.

BOTTOM LINE.

When joining a DAO, the members should not only be aware of the technical but also the

legal and regulatory risks. DAOs must organize to develop and implement compliance
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roadmaps to achieve sustainable growth in line with legal and regulatory frameworks. The

various legal and regulatory risks or challenges of DAOs and the current legislations

regarding their status make the navigation of the regulatory landscape for DAOs tricky.

This is why WACEO AISBL aims to build a trusted ecosystem of DAOs and competent

service providers. This would allow compliance-seeking DAOs to interact with Service

Providers to support them with the dynamic legal and regulatory challenges. These light

assessments will provide DAOs with the necessary insights they may require to mitigate

their legal and regulatory risks and liabilities effectively. With these assessments, DAOs

gain an incredible edge in their navigation of an uncertain regulatory landscape.

�Disclaimer: The information for this assessment-coverage was sourced from public sources. The assessment should not be
construed as investment or legal advice. August 2021�
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